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German Horse Industry

Made in Germany.
The German Horse Industry is a non-profit association, founded by
professionals from the industry. Success through quality is the motto of all
the companies that are united under the roof of the German Horse Industry.
Tradition and a spirit of innovation are the power behind continuously
improving products in all fields of equestrianism. Companies that equip and
attend Olympic, World and World Cup Championships have pooled their
knowledge.
The German Horse Industry chooses its partners with care. The network of
permanent members includes only companies that have outstanding quality
standards and whose products are exceptionally good. We find the right
partner – free of commissioning - for realizing your project. Please contact
us any time.
The following pages show the German Horse Industry partners.
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www.boeckmann.com

Böckmann – First class transport.

A success story that began in 1956: By using our trailers for our own horses, we were able to make our products better
and better with each passing year. In this way Böckmann became the market leader for horse trailers in Germany –
and one of the leading trailer brands in Europe. Today the Böckmann Group has more than 300 employees. More than
750,000 trailers have been produced in our vehicle factory and shipped all across the globe. All of our innovations have
one thing in common: only those prototypes that live up to our own high standards – and are good enough for our own
horses – will go into production. This is the way it has been since 1956, and it’s not going to change in the future. You
have the word of the entire Böckmann family – an equestrian family if there ever was one.
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For trailers please contact:
Böckmann Fahrzeugwerke GmbH
Industriegebiet Siehefeld 5
49688 Lastrup
Germany
Phone: +49 4472 895 0
Fax:		 +49 4472 895 550
E-Mail: info@boeckmann.com
Internet: www.boeckmann.com
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www.boeckmann.com

Horse Trucks – Handmade in Germany. Since 1956.

The passion for equestrian sports has been our biggest motivation for now more than 60 years, such as in the
development of our exclusive Horse Trucks.
Each day we create innovative transport solutions, with absolute precision and the most sophisticated engineering
skills, with permanent focus on the specific needs of horses and riders.
These are our core values, and based on nothing less than these high standards we create and build our different
ranges of horse trucks: Compact (3,5 – 4,5 t), Performance (7,49 t) and Equipe (12 – 26 t).
Each detail is designed individually according to your specific requirements, and will then be custom-made by hand
in our workshop in Lastrup/Germany. Böckmann Horse Trucks offer you free space for 2 up to 9 horses, and it goes
without saying that the horse partition is build with the same high standards as all our products.
Travelling with a Böckmann Horse Truck means arriving relaxed and safely at your destination, for both driver and
passengers, but especially for your best horses.
For us at Böckmann, the construction of a Horse Truck implies especially one thing: the realization of your individual
dreams. From conception and interior design to engineering and construction. We have all it takes to fulfill your most
exclusive needs, such as a fully equipped kitchen or a built-in plasma screen.
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For further information please contact:
Böckmann Fahrzeugwerke GmbH
Truck Center, Unnerweg 5
49688 Lastrup
Germany
Phone: +49 4472 895 960
Fax:		 +49 4472 895 340
E-Mail: sda@boeckmann.com
Internet: www.boeckmann.com
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www.roewer-rueb.de

Röwer & Rüb Equestrian Equipment – Quality, Style and Experience

Just as you set high performance standards for yourself and your horse, as manufacturers for over 30 years of high
quality equestrian stabling systems, we expect nothing less than the very best in the design and manufacture of our
buildings.
Through a continual process of research and development, our aim is to offer you the highest standards of safety and
quality. Valuing in depth consultation, our highly qualified team will work closely with you to meet all your needs and
ensure a first class service. Our customers include equestrian sports enthusiasts from all over the world.
Please ask for our reference lists.
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www.roewer-rueb.de

EQUESTRIAN EQUIPMENT

For horse stalls, barns, walkers and
fences please contact:
Röwer&Rüb GmbH
Syker Strasse 205-213
27321 Thedinghausen
Germany
Phone: +49 4204 9140 0
Fax:		 +49 4204 9140 60
E-Mail: info@roewer-rueb.de
Internet: www.roewer-rueb.de
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www.equitent.net

equitent

As a manufacturer of mobile and modular space solutions in the premium segment, the RÖDER Group is an exclusive
supplier of international equestrian events for decades and long-standing partner of the CHIO in Aachen.
Practical and in close collaboration with riders, breeders and horse farm owners, both in the private and professional
environment, the RÖDER brand equitent develops specially crafted riding and lunging halls. The high-quality equitent
designs combine the current building standards with the flexibility of mobile buildings and provide bright, pleasant and
affordable space for equestrian sport.
In addition equitent offers a variety of equipment options, a wide range of services, different financing models and an
attractive price-performance ratio compared to hall systems in the massive construction.
As a QMS certified and audited company, RÖDER Group maintain the highest quality and safety standards committed.
For more information about the equitent products see www.equitent.net
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For riding halls and lunge arenas
please contact:
RÖDER Zelt- und
Veranstaltungsservice GmbH
Am Lautenstein
63654 Büdingen-Wolferborn
Germany
Phone: +49 6049 700 0
Fax:
+49 6049 700 339
E-Mail: info@equitent.de
Internet: www.equitent.net
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www.sommer-maschinenbau.de

Haferboy® - in demand all over the world since 1972

Freshly crushed oats are the staple food of a horse diet geared towards health, performance and energy. Developed by
Sommer and first introduced in 1972, Haferboy® grain crushers are popular all over the world. Nearly 40,000 satisfied
customers around the globe use their Haferboy® every day. Customers include internationally renowned dressage
and show jumping riders, stud farms, racecourses, riding and driving associations, private and public stallion keepers,
horse farms and - last, but not least - thousands of enthusiastic hobby equestrians, carriage drivers and breeders.
We continuously develop the Haferboy® to provide a wide range of grain crushers for the various types of requirements
of horse keepers and other users in the fields of agriculture and nutrition. Our machines are exceedingly durable and
reliable even under severe operating conditions.
In Osnabruck, we produce Haferboy® grain crushers and supplementary equipment of master craftsman’s quality. Our
sales department offers competent advice for selecting the perfect machine for customers’ individual requirements, and
we guarantee the extraordinarily high quality of our products, which means that customers can rely on our customer
service even after decades of use.
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For more information please contact:
Egon Sommer Maschinenbau
GmbH & Co. KG
Pagenstecherstraße 146
49090 Osnabrück
Germany
Phone: +49 541 12 50 85
Fax:
+49 541 29 557
E-Mail: service@sommermaschinenbau.de
Internet: www.sommer-maschinenbau.de
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www.summerwind.eu

NEW

Summerwind Horse Solariums

Summerwind horse solariums have established themselves as the best devices of their kind worldwide. The patented
air circulation system prevents heat loss. The continuous circulation of air dries the horse evenly from all sides and
prevents post-exercise sweating.
Advantages of sunning:
• improved wound healing, since UV rays have a disinfecting effect
• activation of hormone system results in improved performance in stallions and improved fertility in mares
• warms and relaxes tendons and muscles
Due to an integrated lift – the only one currently on the market – the installation of a ceiling box or hoist is not
necessary. Safety belts with a length of 7 meters are used, which means that they can be used for any ceiling height –
even roof slopes are fine.
The device’s innovative technology also extends to its design. Only high-quality materials such as stainless steel and
powder-coated aluminum are used for the housing.
Our new horse solarium Summerwind Premium contains our entire wealth of experience gathered over the
years. But for this product, we used different materials: it is completely made of GRP and carbon. It boasts a 9000
Watt performance, and with 36 lamps, it is more powerful than the Summerwind deluxe with 30 lamps. As with all
Summerwind Horse Solariums, UV lamps can be installed optionally. The dimensions are particularly interesting: With a
length of 2.22 m and 1.50 in width, the premium version also is suitable for narrow spaces.
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For more information please contact:
Summerwind Pferdesolarien
Scharringhausen 8
27245 Kirchdorf
Germany
Phone: +49 4273 940 73
Fax:		 +49 4273 940 75
E-Mail: info@summerwind.eu
Internet: www.summerwind.eu
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www.activomed.de

ImpulseLine

AquaLine

Underwater treadmill and treadmill for horses

Our underwater treadmill “AquaLine” and the treadmill “horsePRO” are developed in cooperation with Dr. M. Baumann
most experienced veterinarian horse specialist in Germany and Europe working on rehabilitation of sports horses. Look
and see the key benefits: Latest design, high quality stainless steel construction (ISO 9001), comfortable entry and
exit door, easy handling through main control panel with all functions. We offer you the complete service: individual
planning for your requirements, installation and support. Our therapeutically equipment covers moreover rug and boot
systems for Electromagnetic and Massage therapy, wave-light shower and pointer, Tens, EMS.
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For further information please contact:
Activomed GmbH
In der Marsch 15
21358 Mechtersen
Germany
Phone: +49 4178 8190 55
Fax:		 +49 4178 8190 56
E-Mail: info@activomed.de
Internet: www.activomed.de
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www.norka-automation.de
Remote maintenance
Natural light

Heating control
Ventilation control

Daylight-dependent lighting
Soft light
Access control
Timed lighting
Video monitoring
Event monitoring

Night light
Motion and presence detectors

SmartStable®– Horse-friendly light for equestrian centres. Solutions for smart stables.

Road lighting
Energy monitoring

Remote control

NORKA Automation develops for its customers optimum holistic solutions in the management of lighting systems,
following most recent industrial standards, as suitable for high-tech production sites, railway and sports facilities. Our
key objectives: offer the highest possible lighting quality with a perfect visual comfort, integrate only resistant and very
long-lasting, energy efficient material which allows an easy and complete contextual and functional scalability .

Current and water monitoring
Connection to central fire alarm system

Our SmartStable® concept provides a horse-friendly and smart lighting control system, developped and manufactured
from a single source, for all types of equestrian centres, stables, lunging facilities, outdoor arenas or access roads. In
our projects we rely on our highly-durable and energy efficient LED-luminaires from the EquiLight® series, which are
exclusively Made in Germany. A homogenous distribution of the light, an adaptable light intensity with full glare control,
as well as a smooth brightness transition when switching on and off will contribute to the highly improved visual comfort
of your horses.
The smart management system offers many individual comfort and safety features, such as daylight control, motion
detection, timer programs and many more. Your entire equestrian centre can be managed according to your wishes
by a central Touchpanel, or through remote access with our secured smartphone application. NORKA Automation and
SmartStable® stand for intelligence and functional diversity in lighting technology. Rethinking light - we brighten up your
life, far beyond a simple lighting system.
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Contact details:
NORKA Automation GmbH
Lange Straße 1
27313 Dörverden-Hülsen
Germany
Phone: +49 4239 78530 0
E-Mail: info@norka-automation.de
Internet: www.norka-automation.de
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www.polywert.de

GGT Additives for riding ground – Quality that has been established for decades.

For more than 20 years, Polywert GmbH has been producing innovative products for the market of riding arena
construction. This mainly includes our synthetic chopped nonwoven as well as different fibers (both with brand name
GGT), which improve the equestrian footing as an additive that should be mixed with sand. Further a water storage
granular material, made of volcanic rock dust and minerals (GGT Arpolith) and a professional riding mat and a
separation drainage nonwoven layer are part of our production program.
We are your partner for expertise in this business and have a worldwide network of specialists for all disciplines in
equestrian sport. Together with our partners, we ensure that the riding arenas, whether they are tournament arenas,
hobby arenas, gallop racetracks, western or carriage ride surfaces, riding arenas of breeding and training stables or
riding schools, are adapted to the requirements in order to achieve an optimal and customized result.
The perfect footing is the guarantee for best training and tournament requirements as well as for keeping the horses
healthy. Flexibility, quality and customer service as well as decades of experience are our benefits.
20

GGT Geo white

GGT Fibermix green

GGT Fiber

GGT separation layer

Contact:
Polywert GmbH
Straßberger Straße 5
86399 Bobingen
Germany
Phone: +49 8234 96 02 0
Fax:
+49 8234 96 02 30
E-Mail: info@polywert.de
Internet: www.polywert.de
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www.berleburger.com

Regupol® Equestrian Flooring: kind to hooves, durable, economic

Using Regupol®, its well-known brand material, BSW has developed a range of elastic floor and wall covering for the
equine sector. Regupol® products provide the animals with a permanently elastic base to stand on. The floor possesses
both insulating and slip-resistance properties. The result is a calming effect which makes horses feel at ease. Injuries,
inflammations and stress are reduced. The acoustic insulating properties of Regupol® floor covering ensures a quiet
and tranquil environment. The hooves of unshoed horses will not suffer or exhibit any signs of wear. For more than 30
years Regupol® floor covering has provided the ideal solution for keeping horses in an economic and clean environment
that is suited to their needs.
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For elastic floorings please contact:
BSW Berleburger Schaumstoffwerk GmbH
Am Hilgenacker 24
57319 Bad Berleburg
Germany
Phone: +49 2751 803 0
Fax:		 +49 2751 803 159
E-Mail: j.weber@berleburger.de
Internet: www.berleburger.com
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www.hannoveraner.com

Hanoverians – Success all over the world.

They have been bred in Lower Saxony for centuries and around the globe for decades: Hanoverians. The high
international reputation of this race is impressively underlined by the successes of Hanoverian athletes at Olympic
Games, World and European championships as well as international championships. In addition characteristics such
as their composure, reliability and intelligence make them ideal partners for pleasure riders. The Verden auctions are
outstanding showcases for this breed. The auction system has proven for decades and is internationally renowned.
Every year more than 1,000 Hanoverians find new owners at Verden, nearly half of them are sold abroad.
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Contact details:
Hannoveraner Verband e.V.
Lindhooperstraße 92
Niedersachsenhalle
27283 Verden
Germany
Phone: +49 4231 673 0
Fax: 		 +49 4231 673 712
E-Mail: hannoveraner@hannoveraner.com
Internet: www.hannoveraner.com
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www.peer-span.de

Woodshavings
• 100% natural, chemical-free, highest standards of quality and purity
• Minimal residual moisture with a naturally fine structure for
maximum absorbency
• Special packaging allows for worry-free outdoor storage.

Granulate

Peer-Span GmbH – Bedding for champions!

• Extremely absorbent with superior ammonia binding, making the
manure pH-neutral
• Special packaging allows for worry-free outdoor storage.
• Ideal for horses with dust allergies

Since 2000, Peer-Span GmbH has produced wood shavings for horse
bedding in accordance with the highest ecological standards. Our formula
for bringing satisfaction to the champions of the world: direct, specialised
contacts, a vast logistics network and a varied product range.

Flax bedding

Peer-Span uses only shavings from the Nordic spruce, a wood that horses
find particularly comfortable. The products are 100% natural, which is why
utmost care is taken that no chemicals or undesired moulds make their way
into the wood. Peer-Span gives its woodshavings an ideal residual moisture
content of approximately 8%, so that the bedding stays especially absorbent
and clean in the stable. The wood shavings are soft and pliable so they won’t
break under horses’ hooves and are gentle on sensitive ligaments, tendons
and joints.
Woodshavings, granulate, pellets or flax – Peer-Span offers a broad product
range to provide your champion with the right bedding. True to our motto
“Highest quality. Best service. Fastest delivery”, Peer-Span is available for
you worldwide.

• 100% natural without chemicals, biodegradable and eco-friendly
• Minimal use reduces manure quantity
• Extremely absorbent with superior ammonia binding, making the
manure pH-neutral

You’ll find more details and information as well as our complete product assortment at our website.
Stop by and take a look!

Bedding for Winners

Contact details:
Peer-Span GmbH
Industriestraße 5
24211 Preetz
Germany
Phone: +49 4342 7893 0
Fax:		 +49 4342 7893 20
E-Mail: info@peer-span.de
Internet: www.peer-span.de
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www.st-hippolyt.com

Sustainability

is

paramount
to us!

GMO
FREE

MIN. USE
MAX. OUTPUT

St. Hippolyt Struktur E – The jewel in the crown of daily feeds

REGIONAL AND VITAL
RAW MATERIALS

WHOLE FOOD
PRINCIPLE

Movicur® - Dynamism and the joy of movement

RENEWABLE
ENERGIES

CO2 NEUTRAL
PRODUCTION

St. Hippolyt – FEEDING LIKE NATURE
The varied composition of natural nutrients, the muesli, pellet or liquid form and the feel-good aroma of carefully
chosen herbs make St. Hippolyt products unique from the very first glance. However, the real secret lies in the many
processes that you might not initially be able to spot. All the individual ingredients go through a special gentle and
sustainable production process until they eventually become part of one of our products.
Only consciously and sustainably manufactured products can support your horse’s wellbeing, which is why St.
Hippolyt Mühle Ebert GmbH follows the concept of “Feeding like nature” sustainably and responsibly.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
PRINCIPLE

GLYX-FACTOR

For further information, please contact:
St. Hippolyt Nutrition Concepts
Talstr. 27
69234 Dielheim
Germany
Phone: +49 6222 990 100
Fax:		 +49 6222 990 234
E-Mail: info@st-hippolyt.de
Internet: www.st-hippolyt.com

St-Hippolyt_ÜbersichtFutter_DE_420x594mm_2019_RZ_EN.indd 1
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www.equitana.com

EQUITANA – Equestrian Sports World Fair

EQUITANA is the international buying platform for all riders, horse people and equine experts. An enormous product
variety, new trends and current novelties are guaranteed - the whole equestrian market at a glance. But EQUITANA is
more than just a fair. It stands for purchasing & shopping, information & innovation, education & entertainment, sport
& show.
The absolute highlight of EQUITANA is the HOP TOP Show. Great dressage acts, breathtaking stunts, fascinating
images and expressive music – for years the HOP TOP Show has been immensely successful as an integral part
of EQUITANA. With the STALLIONS breeding gala show, EQUITANA provides a special warmblood breeding forum
aimed in particular at breeders and those interested in horse breeding.
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Contact details:
EQUITANA Niederlassung der
Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH
Völklinger Str. 4
40219 Düsseldorf
Germany
Phone: +49 211 9019 1201
Fax:		 +49 211 9019 1143
E-Mail: info@equitana.com
Internet: www.equitana.com
		www.hop-top-show.com
		www.hengstschau.com
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www.pferd-aktuell.de

FN – the German Equestrian Federation

The “Deutsche Reiterliche Vereinigung e. V. (FN)” is the umbrella organization for horse sport and breeding in Germany.
The 7,637 riding and driving clubs are members of 403 county associations, which in turn are organized in 17 regional
organizations who are member associations of the FN. Directly affiliated to the FN are also 3,660 commercial horse
centers and 57,062 personal members.
Results: At Olympic Games (1912 to 2012) German dressage-, showjumping- and eventing riders won 86 medals:
40 gold, 21 silver and 25 bronze medals.
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Contact details:
Deutsche Reiterliche Vereinigung e.V.
German Equestrian Federation (FN)
Fédération Equestre Nationale (FN)
Freiherr-von-Langen-Straße 13
48231 Warendorf
Germany
Phone: +49 2581 636 20
Fax:		 +49 2581 621 44
E-Mail: info@fn-dokr.de
Internet: www.pferd-aktuell.de
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